Sept 12, 130hz, left side goal
Dr. Strange - Up and out, makes a circle in front of the entrance then heads toward the fork a
little. Then goes back and forth, then gets toward the fork and looks about, then sticks eir head
in the wrong side. E is starting to go in at the 10 minute mark. And then I realize my data has
been fucked for this go as the cap on the wrong side had mostly fallen out, having allowed fresh
air to go in. I’m relieved that the next experiment will not have these issues. I remove em from
the maze, weigh em and set em loose in the terrarium.
2.1g
Trails - I make sure the cap is fully secure so it will not fall out. Trails goes up and out of the
entrance cap, starts out the maze slightly on the wrong side, but gets to the fork looking into the
correct side. Then, e goes and sticks eir head into the correct side. E pulls it out and looks in the
wrong side then eventually sticks eir head in the wrong side (I check the cap really quick it’sfine). E goes into the wrong side and down and goes in cap and then the 10 min are up. I pull
em out at the entrance and set em loose in the terrarium after weighing em.
2.89g.
Isabella - E goes in and up and heads toward the fork. E goes straight down to the fork and
ends on the correct side, looking into the fork. After a few minutes, she millimeters into the fork
on the correct side and peaks eir head in, but does not fully enter the correct side. E turns
around and heads back toward the entrance and eir head is in the entrance when the ten
minutes is up. I open it, weight her, and set em loose in the terrarium. 2.99g
Big Yellow - Goes in and up and straight toward the fork, looking back and forth into the sides.
E moves forward into the fork, one eye in each side. E sticks eir head into the wrong side and
goes in. E goes all the way to and in the cap of the wrong side. Then, e left the cap and heads
back to the fork, then to the entrance. At the ten minutes, I take em out, weight em, then set em
loose in the terrarium. 2.86g.

